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Light

Follow the
Romans Road to
Salvation!

in th e

Darkness

Romans 3:10-11

T

he campus has been buzzing once again since we welcomed
more than 3,000 students back to campus in the past few days. As
always, the excitement level is high, with the students, faculty, and
staff all looking forward to what God will accomplish in and
through us in the coming months.
We anticipate great things because we serve a great God.
We have a great lineup of activities on campus, including concert
appearances by some of the leading Christian artists of the day and
a series of chapel speakers that includes David Jeremiah, John
Piper, and other prominent Christian leaders.
We also anticipate great things because we have a great student
body. We are proud of the accomplishments of our students both
while they are engaged in their studies and after they enter the
workforce. We believe we provide an excellent educational
environment and experience, but the real secret to our recipe of
success is the quality of the raw materials we have at our disposal.
Our student body is, simply, the best.
We also anticipate some difficulties — even some heartaches.
We live in a dark world. We have daily reminders of the menace
and evil that exist all around us. Some young people who were our
students at this time last year are now halfway around the world,
serving their country and fighting the war
against global terrorism.
The two articles in this issue might seem
unrelated. They are not. The first deals with
what I believe to be the appropriate biblical
response to false religion. We should be, as Paul
was, distressed when we encounter falsehood and
heresy. The second article deals with how
Cedarville University equips its students to
properly discern what is true and what is false.
We all have a responsibility to know the
Scriptures and to be able to appropriately
apply them to specific situations. Preparing
our students to be able to rightly divide the
word of truth is one of our greatest
responsibilities.

Bill Brown
President
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As it is written: “There is no one
righteous, not even one; there is no one
who understands, no one who seeks God.”
Romans 3:23
For all have sinned and fall short of the
glory of God.
Romans 5:8
But God demonstrates His own love for us
in this: While we were still sinners,
Christ died for us.
Romans 6:23
For the wages of sin is death, but the gift
of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our
Lord.
Romans 10:9-13
That if you confess with your mouth,
“Jesus is Lord,” and believe in your heart
that God raised Him from the dead, you
will be saved. For it is with your heart
that you believe and are justified, and it is
with your mouth that you confess and are
saved. As the Scripture says, “Anyone
who trusts in Him will never be put to
shame.” For there is no difference between
Jew and Gentile—the same Lord is Lord
of all and richly blesses all who call on
Him, for, “Everyone who calls on the
name of the Lord will be saved.”
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Engaging the
Culture with the
Mind and Heart
of Christ

arry Potter, Britney Spears,
Michael Moore, Howard Stern
— all are major influencers of
our culture’s values and behavior. Should
Christians ignore them, enjoy them, or
engage them? From the biblical
perspective, the challenge to engage is
clear. We are called, after all, to be salt

H
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and light in the world. The time has
come for us to be serious about engaging
the world with the heart and mind of
Christ. I want Cedarville University
students and friends to be able to
confront the world around them and
give an answer for the hope that is
within them (I Peter 3:15).

Editor’s Note: The following article is an edited version of a chapel message by
Dr. Bill Brown, president of Cedarville University.

By Dr. William Brown

So, how do we go about it?
For now, let’s focus on American
pop culture: the part of our
society that influences the most
people. In America, the
entertainment industry is said to
be both our largest industry and
our largest export. Everywhere,
our entertainment is the world’s
entertainment. Christians have

always struggled with how and
how much to interface with
movies, television, music, and,
now, the Internet. Let’s look at
a biblical rationale for why it’s
crucial to reorient how we look at
the world and culture around us.
From a worldview
perspective, we must remember
that every book, every song,
and every film has at its roots
a worldview. These media are
telling us to believe certain truths
about the world, to adopt certain
values, and to allow certain
behaviors. As thinking Christians,
we must look beyond the façade,
see what most people cannot see,
and uncover what is there.
The Apostle Paul reminds us to
“Test everything” (I Thess. 5:21).
We cannot let anything go by us
(or into our minds and hearts)
without discerning its meaning
and purpose.
Historically, Christians have
confronted culture in one of
three ways. The first is to
respond to our gut level disgust
at culture and therefore withdraw
from it.
We are offended when we see
something that is immoral, vile,
or blasphemous. As a result, we
pull away and form our own
subculture so we don’t have to
interact with those outside. In
fact, for many Christians, that
has been the way they’ve been
taught to respond. They’ve been
instructed by well-meaning
people to disengage. They don’t
even want to think about those
things that might be antagonistic
to the Truth or to our Savior.
“Stay away from it!” is the battle
cry.

Admittedly, there are a lot of
things that are very, very
offensive. For example, the
Internet is choked with offensive
Web sites. One such site (which I
will not identify) is visited by
thousands every day. It instructs
on how to commit suicide. There
are many Web sites giving honor
to the memory of Eric Harris and
Dylan Klebold, the Columbine
killers. One particular site calls
these young men “our heroes.”
Why? Because they lived what
they believed and paid the
ultimate price for their principles.

As thinking
Christians,
we must
look beyond
the façade,
see what
most people
cannot see,
and uncover
what is
there.
Offensiveness is not limited
to the Internet, of course.
Television programs such as
“South Park” have elevated
offensiveness to an art form by
regularly portraying Jesus Christ
in a despicable manner.
It is easy to find Howard
Stern offensive, Michael Moore
Summer 2004 / TORCH
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distasteful, and Marilyn Manson
disgusting. We could go on and
on and on.
Much of what passes for
entertainment these days is
nothing short of moral and
cultural degradation. But simply
withdrawing and creating our
own subculture is not a biblical
response. Remember, we are
called to be salt and light
in the world. Please do not
misunderstand me. If you
think I am saying it is OK to
watch every movie or listen to
every song, then you are falling
into the trap of many Christians
who take the next approach to
culture.
The second approach begins
by being delighted by culture.
Many Christians, particularly
young ones, do just that. They
see the glam and the glitter of
what’s going on in the
entertainment world and are
enamored by it. As a result,
they assimilate to the prevailing
culture. They become just like
the world around them. There
is no distinguishable difference
between the behavior, values, and
vision of the Christian and those
of the non-Christian world.
Consider that one of the top
selling music artists to teenage
Christians today is said to be
Eminem. Christian kids buying
Eminem? You better believe it.
As thinking Christians, as a
people who want to engage the
culture, the first question we
have to ask is: Why? What is it
about Marshall Mathers
(Eminem) and his work that
resonates in the hearts of young
Christians today? With all that
he says, with all that he believes,
with all of his actions that are so
antagonistic to truth and to our
faith, why is it that Christian

6
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young people like him so much?
In one way or another we’ve got
to answer that question. Part of
the answer is that these young
people have assimilated into the
worldview of the culture around
them.

But it is not just teens and
their entertainment that fall prey
to assimilation. Christian adults
have also bought into the secular
mindset of the prevailing culture.
How often do we measure
ministry success by dollars or
numbers? How often do we
determine God’s blessings by
health and wealth? Indeed,
these may be signs of favor and
effectiveness, but frequently the
motives and methods make God
an afterthought. Assimilation is
deadly because we see it in
others but fail to recognize
it in ourselves.
The third approach to culture
is the one I believe to be the
biblical approach. It avoids the
inadequacies of withdrawing or
assimilating. When confronting
the culture, we should be
distressed by what is happening to
the point that we are motivated
to engage it with the heart and
mind of Jesus Christ.

By distressed, I mean that our
hearts ache for the world around
us. For example, when I read
about Eminem, when I try to
look into his mind, my heart
breaks for him. In fact, there are
a number of current artists, some
just as offensive as he is, that I
pray for every day. I pray that
somehow Eminem will come to
Jesus Christ. I have heard there
are some Christians praying that
he will die and go to hell. But I
want him to know the gift of
God. I am distressed by what he
and others advocate because I
recognize that it is the condition
of their hearts and the worldview
they have adopted that results in
their messages of despair and
destructiveness.
Take the example of Lot.
He was certainly no paragon of
virtue, but Peter describes him
as “a righteous man, who was
distressed by the filthy lives of
lawless men (for that righteous
man, living among them day
after day, was tormented in his
righteous soul by the lawless
deeds he saw and heard)”
(II Peter 2:7-8). Are we distressed
by all that we see and hear in the
culture around us? Are we
tormented in our souls by the
world of despair? If we are, then
the only response is to engage it
with the truth of Christ through
our acts of love and our
explanation of the truth
(Matthew 5:14-16; Colossians
4:4-6).
The most poignant example
of this truth in action is seen in
the Apostle Paul. He claims,
“Though I am free and belong to
no man, I make myself a slave to
everyone, to win as many as
possible” (I Corinthians 9:19).
Think about that just for a
moment. Paul says he has been

set free and now makes himself
a slave to everyone. A slave?
To everyone? For what reason?
“To win as many as possible.”
He elaborates further when he
writes, “I have become all things
to all men so that by all possible
means I might save some”
(I Corinthians 9:22).
Paul is saying, “I want to
know what it is that makes you
tick so that I can build a bridge
to Jesus Christ for you. I want to
know what it is that stirs your
soul, that stirs your emotions,
that gives you meaning and
significance in life. All the
questions you have about life that
you think are being answered by
Eminem or by Britney Spears …
those answers are only found
in Jesus Christ. You think they
are elsewhere, so I want to
understand why so that I can
build that bridge to you.”
Do you see the difference?
I enslave myself to others. That
doesn’t mean that I become just
like them or adopt their values,
but it does mean that I try to
know what is going on inside
of them because I know that
whatever needs they have, the
provision is Christ.
What we’ve done for too
long as the church is to say to the
world, “We want you to enslave
yourselves to us. We want you
to think like us, vote like us,
have our views, become like us.”
We’ve asked an unbelieving world
to enslave themselves to our way
of life and our views when Paul’s
example is to say, “It’s not about
me, it’s about them … and it’s
about Him.”
Paul did more than write
about engaging the culture; he
practiced it. We see one example
in Acts 17. Paul had left Silas and
Timothy in Berea and traveled to

Athens. Athens, at that time,
was still the gem of the Western
world. Politically, philosophically,
and economically, everything
came through Athens.
While Paul was there waiting
for Silas and Timothy, he became
“greatly distressed to see that the
city was full of idols” (Acts
17:16). There is that word
“distressed” again. In the Greek,
the term translated “greatly
distressed” is one word, the
word from which we get
paroxysm. The term refers to
an intense internal, emotional
anxiety. Paul’s confrontation with
the idolatrous society of Athens
caused him deep inner turmoil.
Like America today, the
city of Athens was literally a
marketplace of worldviews. Most
large cities of the time possessed a
huge marketplace — the agora —
where local commerce took place.
Athens had two of them. The
ancient Greek marketplace was
overflowing with altars, statues,
and small temples dedicated to
every imaginable deity. In fact,
it was so jammed with idols that
when the Romans conquered
Athens they had to build another
agora to carry out normal
marketplace activities.
The idols weren’t just fat
little Buddhas sitting on
pedestals. Many of them were
vile, immoral, and in some cases
just downright pornographic.
Paul walked into this and saw
thousands of people worshipping.
Was he offended? Probably. But
more than anything else his heart
was broken for them. He was
distressed. How did he respond?
First, he went up to the
synagogues as was his custom.
There the Jews and the Godfearing Gentiles would come,
and Paul would preach the

gospel. Then, he went to the
marketplace and began to talk
with anyone who would listen
about Jesus Christ.
As a result, he was invited up
to the Areopagus, which many
people believe was Mars Hill.
The intellectual leaders of Athens
wanted to hear firsthand what
Paul was teaching. So, Paul stood
before them (and probably a good
number of people from the city)
and said, “Men of Athens! I see
that in every way … you are
going to hell, every one of you.
Look at that stuff you worship!”
Wait! That’s not what he said!
Paul said, “Men of Athens!
I see that in every way you are very
religious.” Talk about putting a
good spin on it! Paul went on to
explain to them that he had
“looked carefully at your objects
of worship” (Acts 17:23). Paul
studied the very idols that the
people worshipped. He was
trying to understand their culture
and then uncover a point of
contact with which to build a
bridge to Christ. He found that
point of contact when he came
across the altar to the “unknown
God.”
So, first Paul sought to
understand their culture (Acts
17:23). Then he started where
they were (vv. 22-23). He was
positive about the truth he found
(v. 22), and he knew and quoted
their sources (vv. 23, 28). In fact,
instead of starting with the Bible
as he did in an earlier message to
a predominately Jewish audience
(Acts 13), Paul quotes from
Epimenides and Aratus. Finally,
Paul makes a clear presentation
of the gospel (vv. 18, 30-31).
Paul enters into the “great
discussion” that all people must
engage in. He places himself in a
continued on page 12
Summer 2004 / TORCH
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he revision of the
Bible minor for all
Cedarville University
graduates was, in
essence, mandated
by the University’s decision to
convert to semesters. What was
a 24 credit hour minor on the
quarter system had to be revised
to a 16 credit hour minor for the
semester system. However, the
semester change also facilitated
changes that had always been a
concern of the department.
The University’s mission,
“to offer an education consistent
with biblical truth,” assumes the
integration of truth with life and
the formation of a Christian
world/lifeview. In support of
that, the department of biblical
education is committed to

T
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“facilitating the
development in every
student of a biblically
based, theologically
sound, philosophically
defensible, and lifetransforming view of
life under God.”
The change to
semesters came at a
strategic time, allowing
the department the
incentive, the opportunity,
and the framework to orient
the minor more specifically to a
Christian worldview formation
and integration — that is, to
equip Cedarville graduates to
think “Christianly” as well as
critically.
The minor continues to
involve six academic terms.

The courses taught on the
freshman level are “Christian
Life and Thought” and
“Spiritual Formation;” on
the sophomore level, “Old
Testament Literature” and “New
Testament Literature.” The final
courses, taught on the junior
level, are “Christian Worldview
Development” and “Worldview
Integration.”

BibleBible
Minor
Revised
Minor
Revised
Christian Life and
Thought
The class is described as
“a foundational course designed
to introduce the student to a
Christian worldview.” Students
are introduced to major worldview issues regarding value,
reality, humanity, what’s wrong,
and how we fix what’s wrong.
Then biblical answers are
provided throughout the semester
as the professor works through
the major areas of systematic
theology. The Bible thus provides
the basis for a Christian
worldview.

Spiritual Formation
The second freshman level course
involves “The nature and process
of spiritual formation …
examined from a biblical
perspective, with an emphasis
upon the practice of
spiritual disciplines.”
The course emphasizes
three major areas of
study that contribute
to one’s own
spiritual
development and
give focus
and
direction
for the
formation
of a
Christian
worldview.

The first area considered is
biblical spirituality. While
contemporary ideas of spirituality
abound, the Bible defines
spirituality in terms of one’s
personal relationship with the
Holy Spirit (walking, being filled,
etc.). However, while spirituality
is a personal and individual
decision, it cannot be divorced
from the community of believers.
The unity of the Spirit for the
Christian congregation is a
crucial consideration
beyond one’s
personal
spiritual life
and health.
Central to
the spiritual
formation
course and the
healthy

development of a Christian
worldview is the study of
Scripture. The major components
of inductive Bible study, once
addressed in a separate course, are
now woven together with the
spiritual walk and involvement in
the Christian community and are
now pursued in the context of the
other spiritual disciplines, e.g.,
stewardship, prayer, ministry,
fasting, etc. The course is
designed to equip the students
with a passion for their own
spiritual development and for
their own personal study of the
Scriptures. Thus the Scriptures
inform one’s worldview but also
serve to transform the individual
through the renewing of the
mind. Spiritual formation is a
dynamic process that lasts a
lifetime. The course equips
students for the journey.

Old Testament Literature
and New Testament
Literature
The literature courses are the two
that continue to resemble the
Bible minor that has been an
integral part of the degree
requirements at Cedarville.
The courses are taught with a
concern for students’ grasp of
the metanarrative of Scripture,
the chronology of events within
the framework of progressive
revelation, the Messianic emphasis
of both testaments, and the
Summer 2004 / TORCH
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various aspects of the redemptive
plan of God.
In addition to the survey
of the specific books of both
testaments, the various types
of genre are considered. A key
to effective Bible study and
interpretation is an appreciation
for the type of literature being
considered. Interpreting wisdom
literature is different from
interpreting the didactic texts of
the New Testament, even though
the inductive method is applied
to both. Similarly, historical
narrative and apocalyptic
literature are respected as
unique genre and treated with
appropriate interpretive
consideration.

Christian Worldview
Development
The fifth course in the series,
taught on the junior level, reflects
the commitment to helping
students develop biblical and
theological perspectives on issues
that confront the human person
in pursuit of the purpose and
significance of life. Major sections
of theology are considered from
the viewpoint of understanding
God’s intended purpose for man
in creation, the fall and sin, God’s
redemptive effort to recover the
race, and the ultimate realization
of creative perfection.
It is important to note that
these theological considerations
are not analyzed in a vacuum.
Rather, they are considered as
they intersect life. Issues of
contemporary Christianity are
considered as well as elements of
Baptist history. The lessons of the
past and the challenges of the
future converge in the theological
“laboratory,” allowing for an
appreciation of the serious

10
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diagnosis of man’s sin problem
and the divine cure.

Worldview Integration
The final course of study is
similar to the capstone courses
taken by majors in their
respective disciplines.
In classes limited to 25 students,
participants are given an

opportunity to review the major
theological and biblical studies of
the first five courses, but are
challenged to demonstrate an
ability to think Christianly.
The course facilitates students’
evaluation of contemporary issues
such as abortion, homosexuality,
divorce, gay marriage, pluralism,
egalitarianism, etc., in light of
biblical teaching and theological
understanding.
Students will meet in small
groups to discuss specific issues
through case studies and will
corporately consider
appropriate Christian
responses to cultural
positions. These issues
may be taken
from the latest
news events
published in the
media. Groups
will “publish”
their results in
presentations to the entire class
for interaction, critique,

refinement, and additional
options. On some issues, it is
recognized that more than one
position/response may be
appropriate without violating
theological principles or biblical
convictions. Several options are
open for students’ “publication”
of their conclusions: opinion
pieces, position statements, etc.
The final course serves several
purposes. First, it affords the
students an opportunity to
strategize ways to engage the
culture rather than retreat from
it. Second, it allows professors in
the department to evaluate their
success in equipping students to
think Christianly and critically.
Third, it helps fulfill the
accrediting association
requirements that the department
have appropriate means of
assessment in place.
We are excited about this new
dimension to the Bible minor.
We believe it will be a useful tool
to ascertain the readiness of our
graduates to
engage the
culture
while
being
effective
and
productive
Christian
citizens. T

C

edarville University welcomed more than 3,000 students —
including more than 900 freshmen and transfers — to campus in
August. As students and their parents moved belongings into the
residence halls, they were met by University faculty and staff families who
helped unload numerous cars and countless items.
Helping students move in is an annual event for many faculty/staff
families. Volunteers are provided T-shirts that identify them as they wait in
front of residence halls to assist arriving students and their families. After
driving for hours and even a couple days for some, parents are thrilled when
they see a group ready and eager to help them unload their vehicles.
Jerry McQueen drove from St. Louis, Mo., to bring his daughter, Julie
(a freshman member of the women’s basketball team), to Cedarville. “After a
long drive, the help is a sigh of relief,” he explained. He was impressed when
he realized that the help was from faculty/staff families. “It’s great!” he said.
“For Julie it gives her a sense of family. It makes her feel welcomed.”
Peggy McGaha drove 13 hours from Nebraska to drop her daughter,
Abbie, off for her sophomore year. The waiting help was much appreciated.
“I think it’s wonderful!” she exclaimed. “It was nice to see young kids helping
out — they are so eager!”
The Hellwig family was part of the group that helped Abbie and Julie get
settled. Evan is a professor and Kelly is a secretary at the University. Their
children, Chelsie (13), Jordan (11), Deric (10), and Lily (7), joined them in the
effort. They found it to be a wonderful family activity. “I was most struck with
how much fun my kids seemed to have,” Evan explained. “We had planned to help for three hours in the morning,
and my kids were disappointed when they learned that we weren’t going back after lunch.”
For Kelly, a Cedarville alumna, the experience was a trip down memory lane. As she helped girls move into the dorm where
she once resided, she recalled many fond memories. “In a sort of flashback, I revisited relationships, classes, and decisions that
made up my college experience. It reminded me how life-changing those years are. It made me grateful again for the years I was
at Cedarville,” she noted.
Bill Boulet came from Lakeland, Fla., to bring his two daughters to Cedarville. After being helped by families like the
Hellwigs, he commented, “I think it’s a great way for the faculty/staff families to get a different perspective of the students.
It’s also a great way for students to link with faculty/staff families.”

Summer 2004 / TORCH
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continued from page 7
subordinate position to the
prevailing culture in order to gain
his audience. He was not arrogant
or patronizing. He recognized
that the Athenian culture was a
reflection of the many worldviews
of its inhabitants. Paul’s
motivation came from a broken
and troubled heart. He engaged
the Jews, the common people,
and the intellectual elite to bring
them to an understanding of the
good news of God’s grace
through Jesus Christ.
Paul was thoroughly equipped
for his work. His breadth of
knowledge and depth of heart
gave his ministry an effectiveness
wherever he went.
A Cedarville education is
designed to equip our students in
this way — to be able to think
deeply and broadly. But we don’t
stop there. The heart of

D

r. William E. Brown
became president of
Cedarville University in June
2003, following a ten-year
presidency at Bryan College
in Dayton, Tenn.
A graduate of the University
of South Florida, Brown holds
a master of theology degree
and Ph.D. from Dallas
Theological Seminary. As a
nationally-recognized expert
in worldview, he has
authored three books (Making
Sense of Your Faith; Where
Have All the Dreamers
Gone?: Observations from a
Biblical Worldview; and
Making Sense of Your World
with Gary Phillips) and more
than a hundred articles for
journals, magazines,
encyclopedias, and
newspapers.
Brown and his wife, Lynne,
are the parents of April and
Alex.
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compassion that was
the motivation for
Paul’s ministry is just
as important. Without
this heart — a heart
that burns for those
outside of Christ —
we have not fulfilled
our mission.
For too long
we have looked at
externals and excluded
the very people who
desperately need to see authentic
lives and hear authoritative truth.
In today’s culture, the blue hairs
are not the old ladies in the front
pew but the 13-year-old boys in
the back. The question is, where
would Jesus sit? (Probably both
places!)
So when we think about
Harry Potter, Eminem, and all
the icons of popular culture, we
have to recognize the influence

they wield by the questions they
raise and the answers they give.
We should seek to leverage
that influence in a way that
demonstrates how the gospel
answers those questions.
The attitude of our hearts and
the altitude of our minds give us
the ability to be salt and light to
a world that is so unsavory and
dark. T

www.cedarville.edu/giftlegacy

Did You Know ...

G

ood planning requires good information. By accessing our
Internet site you can find state-of-the-art estate planning
information to assist you in creating the plan that is right for you.
Rising property values, growth of retirement accounts and other
investments, various types of life insurance, as well as recently
enacted and changing tax laws require planning far into the future.
Without a plan, an unnecessary amount of your assets may go
to state and federal governments in taxes. Your remaining assets may
also go to individuals other than those loved ones you prefer to
benefit. The guardianship of minor children may also be left for the
laws of the state to determine.
We maintain up-to-date gift planning information for you to
access via the Internet. On our site you can find information
regarding:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wills and Trusts
Estate planning alternatives — Do you need a will or a trust? What are the
benefits of a trust? Is my will or trust current?
Personal Finance
Are you receiving your full income tax savings from your gifts? Do you know
the five requirements for a valid will?
Income Producing Gifts
Learn how to increase income with gift annuities or charitable trusts.
Tax Deductions
View detailed donor stories and sign up for a free weekly personal finance
e-mail newsletter.
Color Web Presentations With Clear, Simple Explanations
View presentations that show income and tax benefits personalized for you.
You may view a unitrust, annuity trust, gift annuity, or gift and sale.
Current Stock Market Information
See current DOW, NASDAQ, and S&P 500 information updated with the
latest quotes.
News Articles
Find helpful information, including updates on Social Security, Medicare,
stocks and bonds, Washington Hotline, article of the month, and more.
Washington Updates
Find out about changes that will affect your finances — new tax changes,
ways to save tax, and major political stories.
Easy-To-Use Format
Please take a few minutes today and browse through the free tools
we make available to you. The benefits will last a lifetime and leave
a legacy beyond.

Log on today!
www.cedarville.edu/giftlegacy
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Singing for the President
T
he May 6 National Day of Prayer found Beth Cram Porter, assistant professor of
voice, singing for the president of the United States and 200 of his invited guests.

For this private ceremony in the East Room of the White House, Porter sang “Balm
in Gilead” at the White House’s request. She described it as a “wonderful, yet very
surreal experience.”
“My prayer in the days prior to May 6 was that God, and not Beth Cram Porter,
would be heard,” Porter remarked. “… The song I sang … speaks the gospel
message very clearly: ‘If you cannot preach like Peter, if you cannot pray like Paul,
you can tell the love of Jesus, and say He died for all. ... He died for me, He died
for you.’”
Porter is an accomplished soprano soloist with a distinguished career on the
stage. Her many tours abroad have included a tour of southern France with the
Robert Shaw Festival Singers, in which she was a soloist. She has been teaching
studio voice at Cedarville since 1997 and also directs the Cedarville University
Women’s Choir.
Video of the White House’s National Day of Prayer ceremony can be viewed by
going to www.whitehouse.gov, clicking on “Current News,” and then clicking on the
Video icon for the May 6 “President Bush Marks 53rd Anniversary of National Day of
Prayer.”

Solar Splash® Team Named
World Champions
A
team of six recent Cedarville University engineering graduates has laid
claim to the rarest of titles: World Champion. The team, consisting of 2004

CU engineering graduates Adam Felmlee of Corsica, Pa.; John Hagley of
Upland, W.Va.; Brian Montague of Jackson, Mich.; Brian Morgan of Mount
Morris, N.Y.; Josh Root of Wynantskill, N.Y.; and Emily Snyder of Vestal,
N.Y., recently won 2004 Solar Splash®, the world championship of
solar/electric boating. Dr. Tim Dewhurst, professor of mechanical
engineering, served as the faculty adviser to the project; he and the team
were assisted by Toby Dewhurst and Nathanael Dewhurst of Springfield,
Ohio.
“We are simply thrilled at this accomplishment of our students,”
said Dr. Larry Zavodney, chair of Cedarville University’s Elmer W.
Engstrom Department of Engineering. “Solar Splash® is an international
intercollegiate competition that involves students designing, building, and
sailing their boats and undergoing a series of competitive evaluations.
Those evaluations include technical reports, visual displays, and
workmanship. On-the-water competitions include a sprint and a
maneuverability qualifier, followed by the ‘Solar Slalom,’ which is a
combination of speed and maneuverability. The final events are sprint and
endurance tests.”
The CU entry placed first in the sprint event, second in the solar
slalom, and third in both the endurance event and technical report
evaluations. Cedarville was the only team to win trophies in all four
categories. The overall strength of their entry resulted in their being named
the Solar Splash® 2004 Collegiate World Champions of Solar/Electric
Boating.
The CU entry outpaced those of teams from more than 20 other
schools, including Cal-Poly Pomona, Washington State University, the
University of Arkansas, the U.S. Naval Academy, Messiah College, and
École Technologie Supérieur from Montreal, Canada. Complete results of
the competition can be viewed at www.solarsplash.com.
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John Hagley accepts the Solar Splash® award. Behind him are
(L-R) Nathanael Dewhurst, Adam Felmlee, Brian Morgan,
Toby Dewhurst, Dr. Tim Dewhurst, and Brian Montague.
Not pictured are Josh Root and Emily Snyder.

SIFE Team Makes its Mark
Cedarville’s Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE) team made school history this
spring by placing first runner-up in their league at the SIFE National Exposition in

Kansas City, Mo. This is the highest recognition yet for a Cedarville SIFE team.
“As the Sam Walton Fellow for the Cedarville chapter of SIFE, I am so proud of
the team’s accomplishments this past academic year,” said John LeBlanc, SIFE
chapter advisor. “This year’s team consisted entirely of students who were new to
the SIFE experience. I am looking forward to working with the team this coming
year on even more exciting activities to promote Cedarville and the free enterprise
system.”
SIFE provides students the opportunity to learn, practice, and teach the
principles of free enterprise. In doing so, the students develop leadership,
teamwork, and communication skills while helping their community.
At the national exposition, Cedarville’s SIFE team presented all the work they
had done in practicing and teaching free enterprise principles. For example, the
team explained how they taught local elementary school students about production
through a no-bake cookie business (proceeds were donated to the Greene County
American Red Cross). The team led Business Day sessions for high schoolers,
taught financial management skills to other CU students, and worked with the
Cedarville administration to develop a coffee shop in the Stevens Student Center.
Another highlight of the team’s year was their participation in the Springfield
(Ohio) Rotary Grand Prix, a race which raises money for local scholarships. The
SIFE team’s mini-grand prix car placed sixth overall in the qualifying race, but was
knocked out of the final race when the car was rear-ended in the second lap. After
such an exciting season, the team looks forward to even bigger and brighter things
next year.

Executive-in-Residence Named
M
ike Stephens, president and CEO of Greene
Health Partners (Xenia, Ohio), has been named the

2004-05 Executive-in-Residence of the department of
business administration at Cedarville University.
The Executive-in-Residence program is designed to
bring senior-level executives to campus to enrich the
learning environment of undergraduate business
majors, foster working relationships between business
leaders and faculty, and provide faculty and staff with
new ideas and perspectives on how to serve the
business community.
Stephens will visit campus five to six times a year
during his one-year term. His activities could include
teaching undergraduate classes, conducting seminars,
interacting with the campus community, presenting
an open forum to the University, and meeting with
alumni.
“The department of business administration is excited about the
opportunity for our students and faculty to interact with Mike Stephens through
the Executive-in-Residence program,” said Ron Walker, chair of the
department of business administration. “Mike has the contacts and corporate
experience, especially in the non-profit arena, that can translate into additional
opportunities for our students to be informed more fully about professional
career choices and to network better with business professionals in their fields
of study.”
A Xenia resident, Stephens has served Greene Memorial Hospital/Greene
Health Partners for 24 years. His many leadership positions in the industry and
community include serving as a fellow for the American College of Healthcare
Executives, chair of workforce development for the Ohio Hospital Association,
Ohio delegate to the American Hospital Association, member of the Greene
County Workforce Investment Board, trustee for the Xenia Rotary Club, and
member of the United Way Outcome Team for Greene County.
A graduate of Cedarville University, Stephens holds an M.B.A. from the
University of Dayton and post-graduate certification from Xavier University’s
Quality Leader Institute. He has also attended Cornell University’s Executive
Development Program.

CU Recognized
in U.S.News &
World Report
and The
Princeton
Review
C
edarville University has been
recognized as a top college by both

U.S.News & World Report and The
Princeton Review. This is the fourth
consecutive year that Cedarville has
been ranked in U.S.News’ top tier of
regional comprehensive colleges and
the second time Cedarville has received
a “Best in the Midwest” designation
from The Princeton Review.
U.S.News bases their rankings on
factors such as a school’s admissions
selectivity and student/faculty ratio.
Cedarville was ranked 13th overall in
the Midwestern region and came out
at or near the top of the region in
retention of first-year students,
standardized test scores for entering
students, and the percentage of faculty
considered full-time.
Cedarville was one of 170 schools
to receive The Princeton Review’s
“Best in the Midwest” designation.
The Princeton Review uses student
opinion data from 708 schools to
identify outstanding colleges and
universities in each region of America.
“We are extremely pleased by
these positive evaluations of the
University’s quality and value,” said
Dr. Bill Brown, Cedarville’s president.
“Our mission is to equip our students
for lives of excellence by offering an
education consistent with biblical truth.
Our goal is to provide not just an
education, but an overall experience
that combines challenging academics
with stimulating character development
programs. This combination prepares
our students to engage their culture
with both the heart and mind of Jesus
Christ. This integrative effort is what we
call the ‘Cedarville Experience,’ and it
is what makes a Cedarville education
distinctive.”
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New Dean and Chairs Named
Cedarville University is pleased to announce the
selection of one new dean and four new chairs.

Dr. Robert W. Milliman has been named dean of
the School of Humanities, Fine Arts, and Bible. Formerly
a professor and assistant to the dean at Central Baptist
Theological Seminary (CBTS) in Plymouth, Minn.,
Milliman has had a broad career filled with various
administrative, educational, and pastoral positions.
Milliman earned undergraduate degrees at the
University of Minnesota and Pillsbury Baptist Bible
College. He holds Th.M. and M.Div. degrees from
Central Baptist Theological Seminary and a Ph.D. in
theological studies from Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School.
Dr. Stephen Gruber, assistant professor of
education, has been named chair of the education
department. A graduate of Cedarville University, Gruber
received an M.Ed. and Ed.S. from Wright State University
and an Ed.D. from Miami University. He has been
teaching at Cedarville since 2000, following 30 years of
experience as teacher, assistant principal, and principal
at the high school level.
Dr. Evan Hellwig, associate professor of athletic
training, has been named chair of the newly created
department of athletic training. Hellwig holds a B.S. from
Mankato State University (now Minnesota State
University at Mankato), a physical therapy certificate
from the University of Iowa School of Medicine, and a
Ph.D. from the University of Virginia. He taught at
Cedarville from 1986 to 1989 and then returned in 1992.
Dr. Ron Walker, professor of management science,
has been named chair of the department of business
administration. A member of the University family since
1978, Walker holds a B.S. from Bowling Green State
University, an M.S. from the University of Michigan, and
a D.B.A. from Kent State University. He had previously
served as department chair from 1986 to 1993.
Dr. Steven Winteregg has been named chair of the
department of music and art. Winteregg comes to
Cedarville from Wittenberg University in Springfield,
Ohio, where he served as adjunct associate professor of
music and coordinator of the John M. Chowning
Laboratory for Music and Technology. Winteregg has
served as the principal tubist for the Dayton (Ohio)
Philharmonic Orchestra and the Dayton Opera
Orchestra. A talented composer, he earned a B.M. from
the College-Conservatory of Music at the University of
Cincinnati, an M.M. from Wright State University, and a
D.M.A. from The Ohio State University.

World Bible Quizzing
Association Finals at CU
C
edarville University hosted the World Bible Quizzing Association (WBQA)
Finals June 23-26. More than 135 students competed in this
interdenominational Bible quiz competition.
The mission of WBQA is to encourage the study of Scripture and the
development of faith in Christ through Bible quizzing. Currently, more than
20,000 young people participate through their local Bible quizzing teams.
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Ruth:
The Musical
C
omprehensive Bible major Karen
Judith Mowrer “broke the mold” for

her senior seminar class last spring by
writing and presenting the story of
Ruth as a musical stage production
rather than as a standard research
paper.
Mowrer credits her “inspiration”
to a week of insomnia last year when
she used the hours awake to think
about how she could make a quality
difference in the arts. She felt a strong
desire to use her skills to present the
power and excitement of the story of
Ruth in an unusual format.
When Mowrer returned to
Cedarville in the fall, she sought the
counsel of advisors and professors
regarding her dream. Observing that
she was breaking new ground in the
senior seminar course, her advisors
encouraged her to pursue her idea.
And the rest, as they say, is history.
Ruth: The Musical was presented in
six performances including two
command performances.
Mowrer wrote the musical’s
script, which was revised with the
help of director Donna Paulsen.
Mowrer and musical director Steven
Frey strengthened the original music
and words that she had already
written and wrote several more songs
to complete the musical. Mowrer
says, “I had many talented people
helping me, like Donna and Steve
and my wonderful cast. But we all
agree that it was God who brought it
together. None of us expected to
receive such a positive response. God
was good to us. We hope that at the
end of all this, He gets the glory.”
Mowrer is planning to teach high
school math in the public schools of
the Bronx or Brooklyn this fall as a
teaching fellow. There in New York
City she will have a chance to learn
more about composing musical
theatre and to explore opportunities
for Christians in the arts.
Cedarville’s production of Ruth:
The Musical is available on DVD and
audio CD. For more information,
contact Donna Paulsen at
dpaulsen@cedarville.edu.

Experiencing Homelessness
C
heetos and Kool-Aid … breakfast is served to 18 hungry students.
Dr. Jeff Cook explains to them, “Mom ‘smoked up’ all the money and this

is all that’s left.” The students don’t seem surprised. Disappointment is the
only thing they can be sure of in the Homelessness Immersion Experience.
At the start of each year’s “Intro to Urban Ministry” class at Cedarville
University, Cook, an associate professor of Bible, takes his students to
inner-city Springfield, Ohio, to dress, sleep, eat, and live as homeless
people. The experience gives them insight into the struggles of the poor
and how to best minister to them.
The students begin with nothing but the thrift store clothes on their backs. They never know where their next meal
is coming from, and they experience the humiliation and embarrassment of panhandling. Showers aren’t available.
A fenced-in yard serves as their bed. They are scorned by society and chided for “not being thankful enough.” They
even find themselves digging through dumpsters.
The students also use the weekend as a ministry. They canvass the streets with a group that ministers to prostitutes.
They learn about the Adopt-A-Block program and go house to house to “get a feel for what people’s lives are like and
the pain that’s a mark of people who live in the city,” said Cook.
At the end of the weekend, the students feed and minister to the homeless at Urban Light Ministries. “They get so
engaged in ministry as they serve these folks that they don’t want to leave and go back to campus,” shared Cook.
Some return to Urban Light as volunteers. “Their paradigm of ministry is changed,” explained Cook. “They will
never be the same about how they think about the poor.”
Matt Reno, a youth ministries major from Indianapolis, Ind., testified, “They say that to understand someone you
have to walk a mile in their shoes. I walked only a few feet, and it totally opened my eyes to the ways I need to minister
to the homeless.”
The “Intro to Urban Ministry” class, which earned Cook a Faculty Innovator of the Year Award and a SOCHE
Teaching Excellence Award, is now expanding to accommodate student interest. “God will use people who are willing
to stretch themselves out of their comfort zones,” Cook said. “He is doing great things in the city and we want to ride the
wave with Him.”

Student Engineers Win ASME Honors
C
edarville mechanical engineering students placed first and third in the
Region V ASME Student Conference, held April 1-3 at The Ohio State

University. Cedarville students have placed in the top five of Region V ASME
for seven straight years.
Graduating senior Anthony Gianettino finished third for his presentation of
his senior design project. His project involved designing a device which can
more accurately size a prosthetic hip implant before it is permanently inserted
into a patient. Graduating senior Brian Montague finished first for his
presentation describing his design of the boat hull which was fabricated for the
Solar Splash® competition. Montague’s win earns him an all-expenses-paid trip
to the International Congress of ASME, which will be held in Anaheim, Ca., in
November 2004.

Faculty and Staff Members of
the Year Named
A
t the 2004 annual Honors Day ceremony, Cedarville University students
named Dr. Timothy Dewhurst and Mark Button as Faculty and Staff Member of
the Year, respectively. Their selection was based on their quality service and
dedication to students.
Dewhurst, professor of mechanical engineering, was named Faculty
Member of the Year. A part of the Cedarville University family since 1996, he
advises the Solar Splash® team in the design, construction, and racing of solarpowered boats. He has also found time to play on a student intramural soccer
team. Dewhurst and his wife, Kim, are well-known for their New England day
and Maine night celebrations in which they invite New England students to
their home for traditional New England cuisine.
Button, the house manager for the production services group, was named
Staff Member of the Year. Button manages stage set-up and the production of
chapel and special events while building friendships with students. He and his
wife, Amy, have mentored engaged students in the Fit to Be Tied program, led
two Cedarville University missions trips, served as class advisors, and assisted
the Junior/Senior Banquet committees. Button has worked at Cedarville for
seven years.

Senior
Featured
in USA
TODAY
When Ronald
Reagan’s casket lay in state in
Washington, D.C., Cedarville senior
Ian Ellis spent hours waiting in line to
pay his respects. “I should be able to
do that for a man who changed the
world,” he told Reporter Dennis
Cauchon.
Cauchon featured Ellis in the
June 11, 2004, USA TODAY article
“Young Republican Discovers His Idol
in ‘Man Who Changed the World.’”
Cauchon’s article revealed how the
Martinsburg, W.Va., native has been
greatly influenced by Reagan, even
though Ellis wasn’t yet born when
Reagan was first elected president.
A political science major, Ellis is a
member of the Cedarville University
College Republicans and chair of the
Ohio College Republican Federation.
He plans to attend law school after
graduation.
To read Cauchon’s article, visit
http://www.usatoday.com/news/washi
ngton/2004-06-10-ellisvignette_x.htm.
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Winteregg’s Composition
Released on CD
A musical composition by Dr. Steven Winteregg, professor of music and
chair of the department of music and art at Cedarville University, has been

released on Albany Records’ CD A Celebration of Flight.
A Celebration of Flight commemorates the 100th anniversary of
Wilbur and Orville Wright’s historic aviation experiment. Four
commissioned works are included: William Bolcom’s “Inventing Flight,”
Michael Schelle’s “Wright Flight,” Robert Xavier Rodriguez’s “Flight:
The Story of Wilbur and Orville Wright,” and Winteregg’s four-movement
piece, “To Fly Unbounded.”
Dr. Steven Winteregg at a reception celebrating the
“I composed ‘To Fly Unbounded’ in an attempt to capture the various release of the CD “A Celebration of Flight”
emotions of that first flight: the initial dream of flying, the determination in
the face of hardships, and the thrill of actually breaking the bonds of gravity,” Winteregg said. “It was an honor to be a
part of this centennial celebration CD and to be on the same recording with such outstanding composers.”
A well-known composer himself, Winteregg has won first-prize awards in the New Louisville Brass Quintet
Composition Competition, International Trumpet Guild Composition Competition, and the International Horn Society’s
Composition Competition. His creations have also earned 17 ASCAP awards.
Winteregg joined the Cedarville University faculty on July 1, 2004. He is currently on a one-year leave of absence
from his role as principal tubist in the Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra and the Dayton Opera Orchestra.
For more information about A Celebration of Flight, visit www.albanyrecords.com.

Bible Teacher Education Major Announced
The department of biblical education has announced a new Bible
teacher education major designed to equip men and women to teach

Bible in Christian schools. Designed in cooperation with Cedarville’s
education department, the major will provide both knowledge of the
Scripture and pedagogical skills for teaching Bible in elementary and
secondary Christian schools. The objective is to raise the level of how
Bible is taught.
Students enrolled in the program will participate in the same
pedagogical and field education experiences required of secondary
education majors who are seeking certification by the State of Ohio.
Since states do not certify teachers of Bible or religion, there is no state
certification available. However, the degree program has received the
approval of the Association of Christian Schools International (ACSI).
In addition to providing essential pedagogical courses for teaching
Bible in a school setting, the major also includes Christian education courses, thus qualifying students to serve their local
churches in Christian education or youth ministries. Since the major also includes courses required for the preseminary
Bible major, the graduate will be well prepared to pursue graduate school or seminary.

Cedarville MENC Chapter Honored
C
ongratulations to the Cedarville University Chapter of the Music Educators National Conference (MENC)! Cedarville
Chapter President Brandon Moses, along with President-Elect Aaron Carpenter and Advisor Carol Todd, traveled to the

National Convention in Minneapolis, Minn., in April to accept one of nine prestigious Chapter of Excellence Awards.
These awards are given to active collegiate chapters who describe, in written reports, the improvements of their
recruiting techniques, projects, or musical programs within the past two years. Cedarville’s winning entry discussed the
improvements made by the chapter to increase attendance at meetings and involve more students.
In addition to this chapter award, junior Amanda Lucarini was one of 30 students selected from around the country
to participate in a musical theatre master class coinciding with the National Convention. The master class was overseen
by Tony and Grammy Award-winning playwright Jerry Herman and his Broadway staff. (Herman’s works include the
musicals Hello! Dolly and Mame.) In this prestigious master class, Lucarini performed a musical theatre piece and
received one-on-one instruction from Broadway veteran Karen Morrow. Congratulations to the CU MENC chapter on
their accomplishments!
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Faculty Excellence Recognized
On April 2, four faculty members were honored with Faculty Excellence
Awards from the Southwestern Ohio Council for Higher Education

(SOCHE). Dr. Jeff Cook, associate professor of Bible; Dr. Timothy
Dewhurst, professor of engineering; Dr. Jeff Fawcett, associate professor
of marketing; and Dr. Clint Kohl, associate professor of electrical
engineering, each received the award.
Also in April, Cedarville University honored nine of its faculty
members for their service contributions.
The Allen Monroe Integration of Faith and Learning Award was given
Dr. Clint Kohl, Dr. Jeff Fawcett, Dr. Duane Wood,
to Dr. Irene Alyn, professor of nursing and chair of the department of
(Academic Vice President), Dr. Tim Dewhurst,
nursing. The award recognizes sustained excellence in integrating Scripture Dr. Jeff Cook
and Christian world/lifeview with a discipline or practical application.
The Faculty Advisor Award was presented to Dr. Pamela Diehl Johnson. The award is given to a faculty member
who has had a significant influence on students as an advisor, counselor, or leader. Johnson is senior professor of
exercise and sport science and dean of the School of Health and Human Performance.
The Faculty Innovator of the Year Award was given to Dr. Jeffrey Cook, associate professor of Bible, for his design
of a homeless simulation weekend for his urban ministry class. The award recognizes an instructional or curricular
innovation that has resulted in improved student learning.
Three Deans’ Service Awards were given to faculty who have demonstrated contributions to school committees and
task teams; service to the higher education community; involvement with students; and work with civic and church
groups. Dr. Thomas Hutchison, associate professor of Christian education and assistant chair for the department of
biblical education, received the award for 1-10 years of service. Dr. Phil Bassett, who was professor of education and
chair of the department of education at the time of the ceremony, was given the award for 11-20 years of service.
Dr. James Phipps, professor of communication arts, received the award for more than 21 years of service.
Three Faculty Teaching Effectiveness Awards were given to faculty members based on student evaluations,
department chair and peer recommendations, performance of students in subsequent classes or after graduation, use of
instructional technology, and use of effective teaching techniques. Dr. Heather Kuruvilla, associate professor of biology,
received the award for 1-10 years of service. Dr. Chris Miller received the award for 11-20 years of service. He is a
professor of Bible and chair of the department of biblical education. Dr. Donald Baumann, professor of biology and
chemistry, received the award for more than 21 years of service.

McClain Named Faculty Scholar
C
edarville University annually names one of its faculty members a Faculty Scholar
based on model classroom teaching, campus leadership, the use of pioneering

teaching methodology, creative course development, and instructional support.
The 2004 Faculty Scholar was Dr. Mark McClain, associate professor of chemistry.
Dr. Duane Wood, academic vice president, said, “Dr. McClain is an outstanding
classroom and laboratory teacher. He has consistently received high student
evaluations with comments about his accessibility to students outside of class.
His on-campus activities have included service on the University Strategic Planning
Committee and the Strategic Planning for Future Faculty Task Team.
“Dr. McClain has coordinated and chaired the chemistry sub-department and led
the chemistry curriculum conversion from quarters to semesters,” Wood continued.
“He organized the University’s first high school science and math recruiting day, and
he also judges local science fairs.”
McClain holds an undergraduate degree in chemistry from Cedarville and earned
his Ph.D. in inorganic chemistry from the University of Michigan. Prior to coming to
Cedarville in 1996, McClain taught at Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute in
Albuquerque, N.M.
McClain has had 14 articles published in academic journals and has presented
papers at several regional and national academic conferences, including the National Meeting of the American Chemical
Society, the Materials Research Society, and the American Ceramics Society. He has also served as a Faculty Research
Fellow at the Air Force Research Laboratory.

Advancing Intercultural Competencies
C
edarville University was one of 11 colleges to participate in the recent Council for Christian Colleges and
Universities (CCCU) Presidential Symposium on Advancing Intercultural Competencies. Held at Union University in

Tennessee, the symposium was underwritten by the Gates Foundation. Topics included how your campus can help
faculty and students of color be successful; how to prepare all students for a society of increasing ethnic and racial
diversity; and how your campus builds strategic alliances with other Christian organizations to help internationalize the
campus experience.
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inspiring.
Hearts for God. Minds for Truth. Friends for Life. Service for Eternity.

CEDARVILLE
university
Inspiring Minds and Hearts. Cedarville offers the quality majors, world-class facilities,
caring professors, and award-winning technology you would expect from a university
that U.S.News & World Report, The Princeton Review, and Peterson’s Competitive Colleges
all recognize as one of the top in the Midwest. Each year major employers, law schools,
medical schools, and seminaries visit campus to recruit our graduates. Daily chapels,
discipleship groups, outreach ministries, and Bible classes challenge you to think
biblically and live purposefully. Cedarville University. Inspiring.

www.cedarville.edu
1-800-CEDARVILLE
Home to more than 3,000 students, Cedarville is an accredited, Christ-centered,
Baptist university of arts, sciences, professional, and graduate programs.
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